Abstract. The advent of crowdsensing technology has provided a promising possibility for monitoring noise pollution in large-scale areas. Constructing noise map by using mobile smart phones in a cost-effective manner is being widely used in the city and industrial plants. In this short paper, the state-of-the-art crowdsensing-based noise map applications are first summarized. Furthermore, open research challenges associated with building up noise map are highlighted.
Introduction
In the past decades, the increasing development of mobile smartphones has greatly evolved the crowdsensing technology, which allows citizens having smart phones and common goals to participate in measuring, uploading, and reporting events of interests with the help of enriched sensors embedded in smart phones, such as microphones, cameras, and the Global Positioning System (G-PS) [1, 2] . Particularly, the use of microphone and the GPS in smart phones has the capabilities of measuring precise sound level and geographical locations in ambient environment, and finally providing a solution to noise pollution monitoring [3] and constructing noise map as an alternative to traditional methods. In the smart cities, noise map is capable of providing sound level information for authorities and residents related to noise pollution distribution in regions of interest, such as streets, markets, and communities [4] . Traditionally, noise map methods include simulation-based maps, sensor networks, and grassroots campaigns; however, most of them require professional devices and human resources with an expensive way in both financial and time consumption [5] . In recent decades, crowdsensing-based noise map applications have been successfully applied in monitoring noise pollution in the filed of transport, community, and industrial plants in modern cities [6] . For instance, some urban noise map applications have been implemented, such as industrial noise map [7] , traffic road noise maps of the city of Split,Croatia [8] , and noise maps of New York City [9] . 
Crowdsensing-based Noise Map in Smart Cities
In contrast with the use of professional devices to monitor noise pollution onsite, the application of crowdsensing-based noise map enjoys the advantage of widely used population participated in measuring and reporting noise pollution with the use of cost-effective smart phones. In general, the crowdsensing-based model for constructing noise map can be briefly divided into four levels: 1) data collection: amounts of sound level data is measured and uploaded by using mobile devices which can be not only smart phones, but also mobile devices having the capability of measuring sound level and communication functionalities [10] ; 2) data communication: participators upload and report noise pollution by means of various networks, such as 3rd Generation and 4th Generation (3G/4G), WiFi, and even nearest base station supporting wireless communication (e.g., bluetooth and wireless sensor networks) [11] ; 3) data storage and analysis: spatial-temporal data is persistently saved and analyzed related to applications of interest [1] ; 4) noise map-based applications: urban applications are applicable to not only monitor noise pollution but also provide services associated with alleviating noise pollution [12] . The big picture of noise map based on crowdsensing in smart cities is shown in Fig.1 .
In practice, the microphones are widely used to measure acoustic data samples and simulate the frequency response of human hearing by an A-weighting filter [5] . Usually, sound level, timestamp, and GPS information as well as annotations can be collected from participators related to where, when, and what kinds of data sources of noise pollution. However, due to these heterogeneities introduced by devices made by different companies, deviation exists in crowd- sensing data contributed by participators, such as sound level and GPS data. Moreover, the purposes of contributing data using personal cost are also different. Taking this into account, in the recent decade, researchers have conducted a series of studies to improve the feasibility and accuracy of noise map. The typical techniques and applications related to noise map are summarised in Table 1. For instance, Maisonneuve et al. [13] proposed a platform in 2009, NoiseTube, which provides the functionality of GPS calibration and noise distribution visualization. The detail capabilities of NoiseTube were evaluated in [17] . Afterwards, Kanjo et al. [14] proposed a mobile platform, NoiseSPY, to monitor noise pollution using smartphones. Meanwhile, Rana et al. [15] presented the design, implementation and performance evaluation of an end-to-end participatory urban noise map system called Ear-Phone. Furthermore, a participatory sensing prototype, called NoiseMap [16] , was proposed for providing an open urban sensing platform, aiming at collecting noise levels by using smartphones and gas information in ambient environment by using wireless sensor nodes. In addition, to avoid the data sparsity of noise levels, a three dimension tensor was modeled in [18] , which presents regions, time slots, and noise categories, using a context-aware tensor decomposition method to fill in the missing entries. Liu et al. [10] proposed a method for calculating the average of the 10% maximum measurements as the noise level for which can actually reflect people's tolerance to noise. Moreover, Zhu et al. [20] presented a system, called iCal, for accurate noise level measurements based on calibrating smartphones. And researches in [8] created a real-time dynamic noise map based on 3D Urban Information Model. Recently, a data assimilation method was utilized by Hachem et al. [19] , for the purpose of generating more accurate noise maps that combine simulated and measured noise levels. Kumar et al. [21] made use of a fuzzy inference system to classify the impact of noise pollution on human health and visualized the noise level on Google Maps by overlaying colors corresponding to the impact on health. Bozkurt et al. [7] studied the numerical simulation-based industrial noise map and designed noise barriers for reducing excessive noise.
In purpose of further enhancing the performance of constructing noise map, a number of published literatures dedicated to providing reliable and robust data services. Giving an example, for noise map system update, Wei et al. [23] proposed an updating method for dynamic noise map based on interpolation. Additionally, Cai et al. [24, 25] further investigated a large-scale three dimension system for rapidly updating road traffic noise map. To justify the need of inclusion of entertainment noise, recreational activities in strategic noise map is classified and modeled in [22] .
Open Research Challenges in Crowdsensing-based Noise Map
There are still many limitations and open research challenges in crowdsensingbased noise map since noise propagation can be easily influenced by objects in the travel path. In urban regions, traffic is the main source of outdoor noise and usually difficult to predict due to the feature of continuous movement. To sum up, several factors may have effects on noise map performance, such as:
1. The microphones have different deviation for noise measurement (e.g., linearity and noise reduction techniques). 2. Unexpected sound level interference generated from objects and ambient environment (e.g., the weather and user movements). 3. Noise sources in some regions have multiple types (e.g., human activities, industrial noise, traffic noise, construction noise). 4. Users' private issues during participatory activities (e.g., GPS, acoustic file). 5. Stability of the connectivity between devices for full coverage of targeted areas of interest.
6. The key technical issues associated with spatial-temporal data towards noise map, such as sparse data storage, data calibration, and data reconstruction.
Conclusions
In this short paper, the typical crowdsensing-based applications for the noise map applied in smart cities are briefly presented and summarized. Furthermore, the general implementation and systems of crowdsensing-based noise map applications are summarised. Finally, open research challenges are discussed to further investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of noise map in smart cities.
